This work is part of a dissertation that addresses the supermarket site assessment problem. We propose a 3-steps method for stores' site evaluation.
Introduction
The importance of the retail sector in Europe is well established as one of the biggest employers and with a global value of sales turnover in the 15 countries of the European Union of 111.5 billions euros in 2000. On the other hand, not specialized stores as supermarkets and hypermarkets are responsible for 85.4% of the total sales (Eurostat, 2003) . In spite of the great heterogeneity observed across the different European countries several of these countries as Germany, France, Spain and Italy suffered a similar evolution (see Figure 1) . After an unprecedented period of hypermarkets growth, since the late 1970s, both in number and market share, it is now clear that hypermarket activity has slowed down significantly on behalf of the small to medium supermarkets (chain outlets including discount and hard discount chains) that nowadays present a larger dynamism (Eurostat, 2001) . Several authors (e.g. Birkin et al., 2002 , Dawson, 2000 , and Seth and Randall, 1999 identify such factors as increasing consumer mobility, increasing electronic commerce, changing household size, concentration of market power, home market saturation, and changes in planning legislation to justify the new trends in retailing. In Portugal market share data shows that since 1996 the supermarkets are the only ones to grow simultaneously in the number of outlets and in the volume of sales and, consequently, to increase the market share from 28 to 34% in the A.C. Nielsen universe. In 1997 the supermarkets reached the leadership and consolidated its expansion strategy. More demanding consumers force the retail groups to invest in smaller stores, and so in a proximity and quality of goods and services strategy.
Several authors agree that the future of the proximity small to medium supermarket looks promising. Birkin et al. (2002) considers that in the near future we should anticipate an important growth (or return) of this type of stores in Europe, mainly by means of franchising.
In other hand, Dawson (2000) integrates this growth of smaller grocery stores in a multiformat strategy used by the largest European retail groups, already very common in the United States of America.
But, the pressures that the grocery chain supermarkets face are such that the location decisions cannot be neglectful. The investment in smaller stores has a longer run return as well as smaller economies of scale, which forces careful decision-making (McGoldrick, 2000 , Salvaneschi, 1996 . The stores represent locations where significant volumes of capital are invested and, once taken, the location decisions are difficult to change. In this way, companies cannot continue to take decisions with relation to marketing mix's fourth P (of place) based on "gut feels" (Gilbert, 2002) . Works like the ones presented by Pioch and Byrom (2004) and Jones et al. (2003) confirm the need for a good location, especially in standardized services with less personalized attendance, as it is the case of supermarket multi-store chains.
In this paper a methodology for new store supermarket site assessment is presented based in data analysis methods and using spatial analysis data. The 3-steps method comprises a 1st step which yields the constitution of analogue groups of existent supermarkets, using a clustering procedure. On the 2nd step classification trees are used to classify new stores into specific analogue groups. Finally, on the 3rd step, we build a linear regression model to forecast new sites' sales, based on several predictor variables, including dummy variables referred to analogue groups.
In all these steps many variable types are used for model estimation and validation. These variables were collected using surveys, a mystery shopping program, competition location, and georeferenced demographic data. To include this last type of data, in a point location study, influence areas are delimited and aggregation procedures defined. Those combinations of the influence area delimitation models and aggregation procedures are used for predictor calculation and evaluated based on the proportion of sales turnover variance that they are able to explain. In order to assess the relative importance of spatial analysis predictors in contrast to all other types, a dominance analysis study is presented.
GIS and Influence Area Delimitation Models
The use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) in support of location decisions presents several advantages. The power of GIS applications resides in its capacity to integrate information related to geographical position, to manipulate many kinds of attributes, to perform space analyses, and easily produce thematic maps and other data visualizations (Church, 2002) . In this way, GIS applications make possible the spatial analysis of locations integrating demographic variables, trip extent, real state data, and competition as well as customers' locations. Other advantages are related with the easiness of modelling accessibilities and the growing readiness of road networks and geodemographic data.
Although some analysts continue to delineate influence areas by simple direct observation of the customers' distribution in the space of analogue supermarkets, the presence of GIS software in the companies has been changing this scenario. Among the simplest methods using GIS, are buffers or circumferences with an appropriate radius and polygons defined by shortest path algorithms (SPA) over a street network (e.g. Boots, 2002 , Birkin et al., 2002 McMullin, 2000) . In this article, we also suggest the use of multiplicative weighted Voronoi diagrams (MWVD), first and second order. The latter model allows, simultaneously, the integration of the supermarket attractivity and the competition in the store proximities (Boots and South, 1997) .
Although the Voronoi diagrams are traditionally attributed to pioneer mathematicians as Georges Voronoï (1908) ou Peter Gustav Lejeune Dirichlet (1850), they have been discovered and rediscovered several times in science history. Actually, they can be found in the part III of the Principia Philosophiae and in the treatment of cosmic fragmentation of René Descartes, both published in 1644. As examples of Voronoi diagram rediscover Okabe et al. (2000) mention many cases in domains as crystallography, meteorology, geography, and ecology. At present, there are an impressive number of published works on algorithms and applications (see for example Okabe et al., 2000 or Berg et al., 2000 . In what refers to multiplicative Voronoi diagrams in the characterization of proximity elements of a group of points in the space corresponding to grocery supermarkets, Boots and South (1997) present a very complete work. Although older references can be found (see for instance Shieh, 1985) , in the mentioned paper an integrated vision on the theme is presented, using Voronoi diagrams for descriptive and prescriptive proposes.
In this application the Voronoi diagrams are used in the characterization of the proximity of a generator group of P = {p 1 , p 2 ,…, p n } points in the space (with 2 ≤ n < ∞), known as the point generator group, corresponding to supermarkets. The diagram is defined as a space partition where each point of the space associates to the closest element of the generator group. If the proximity function is the Euclidian distance, the partition will result in a series of n polygons (Voronoi polygons) and it takes the name of Ordinary Voronoi Diagram (OVD) (Okabe et al., 2000) . Each polygon (V(p j )) generated by point p j with coordinates x j is defined by:
where k is, in turn, all other elements of the generator group. The set of all polygons V = (Berg et al., 2000) .
Multiplicative Weighted Voronoi Diagrams (MWVD) are defined in a similar way, associating to each point of the generating group a positive weight (w j ) quantifying its attractivity, and being a function of the supermarket's characteristics and the site. The distance function (d wj ) is given, in this case, by:
Thus, each MWVD is defined by:
In this paper preference is given to multiplicative Voronoi diagrams over others as the additively weighted Voronoi diagrams (see Okabe et al., 2000) , since they can be regarded as simple space interaction models. Modelling the supply and demand for food, representing the supply by the point generator group, the Voronoi polygon associated to each element of the resulting partition is interpreted as the influence area of the respective generating element, assigning to this area all the points in the space that maximize the utility function:
This utility function is a particular case of the following expression for the generic utility function linking the supply points (j), in this case supermarkets, to demand points (i), in this case potential costumers or points in the space:
where A j is the attractivity of the supply point j, d ij is any kind of distance, travel time or trip cost between the supply point i and the demand j, and α, β are parameters. Gravitational models are space interaction models derived from a ratio between the utility function (5) for a supply point over the total of all utilities for the competing supply points. These models are used as an estimate of the market share of the supply point j or as an impact model. The MWVD's use the same utility function to accomplish the space partition since the weight corresponds to the store attractivity power α and β is fixed to one. And so, the MWVD assume that the customers value the proximity in the choice of the store (as in the OVD) but also introduce the attractivity concept. Thus, the store choice process depends on a trade-off between the proximity and the store attractivity, as in the gravitational models.
These models can still be extended if we consider that customers can frequent k > 1 supermarkets or generating points, simultaneously. The Order-k Multiplicative Weighted Voronoi diagrams (OkMWVD) come from evidence found in the surveys where a large majority of costumers declare to simultaneously frequent other stores, mainly hypermarkets and superstores. Consider all the subsets of k stores (generator points) among the n
with l= C n k . Consider also one of these groups P (k)
which relates any point of the space with the k near by more attractive stores.
Several assumptions are enumerated by Okabe and Suzuki (1997) wich must be keep in mind when these models are applied to a a particular location problem:
• n competing stores located in the same planar and finite region;
• all clients inside a Voronoi Polygon endorse only one store (in MWVD), or k stores (in OkMWVD) to probabilities proportional to the ratio of utilities;
• the utility function U ij for the j store and i costumer is an inverse function of the Euclidian distance between the two and a direct function of the store attractivity;
• the weight function w j (> 0) is supposed to be derived from variables related to the site and the particular store as store dimension, accessibilities, etc..
Several of these assumptions are not considered in shortest path polygons. For instance, non planar areas can be modelled by distinct average velocities in some street fragments.
But, shortest path algorithms also have disadvantages. They are adequate for car trips but unsatisfactory for walking trips, where accessibility networks are difficult or impossible to define. In surveys more than 60% of the shopping trips were walking trips, and in some supermarket segments this percentage is much higher. Shortest path polygons also don't include any competition mechanism, and polygons from competitive shops frequently overlap, as seen in Figure The O2MWVD also present the advantage of frequently defining larger influence areas over the MWVD that, some times, define too small polygons.
As none of the mentioned models for influence area definition appear to be theoretically superior to the others, all of than are considered and compared in this paper. 
3. Supermarkets' Site Assessment Data
Empirical framework
Several attributes are relevant for the problem of supermarket site assessment. A data framework is suggested in Figure 3 where the data is classified in three groups namely:
location and supermarket attributes, influence area characterization and clients'
characteristics. This empirical framework, is intended for store and site evaluation of small to medium dimension supermarkets belonging to a retail chain, and is based in the authors' experience and in an extensive literature review. can not be used in new store sales predictions, as they are collected by surveys.
To cover all the relevant aspects, a large number of variables were collected in order to account for the diversity of attributes that may influence supermarkets performance evaluation, and so, should be included in model estimation. The data collection phase was very time consuming and concerned several different techniques enumerated and explained in a previous work (Mendes and Cardoso, 2005) . Of the fusion of all data collection procedures, a total of several hundred variables were obtained, measured in all kind of scales.
Influence Area Characterization
In these work, quantitative variables from the national geographical census 2001 data are available in several disaggregation degrees, and ready to use in a Geographical Information System. These data is georeferenced to polygon shapes, known as statistical sections, and must be intersected with influence areas polygons. In this paper, we propose two criteria for aggregation of the demographic polygons in influence areas resulting from the geospatial intersection.
To any of the mentioned influence area delimitation models to be applied several parameters must be estimated. For this propose the 80% empirical rule is, when possible, employed.
This rule considers that approximately 80% of the costumer's trip origins must be inside the influence area polygon (Salvaneschi, 1996) . In this particular work, the same parameter values must be applied to all shops, meaning that some of the shops will obey the 80% rule and some will not. The methodology applied maximized the number of shops obeying the rule as a starting point and them the areas were evaluated and adjusted by location experts.
The experts are marketing analysts' specialised in food retail store location, working with the supermarket chain since its origin and being responsible for all location and performance studies. For the shortest path polygons, and having a street network and estimates for car mean velocities, the only parameter consists on the trip limit time. Using the 80% rule and in agreement with the location specialists, the 2 ½ minutes value was adopted, which corresponds to approximately 10 minutes in walking trips. For the aggregation of the polygons resulting from the intersection between the administrative limits of the statistical sections with associated demographic data, and the influence area polygons, two different methods can be used. Authors as Cowen et al. (2000) and McMullin (2000) use the fraction of the statistical section covered by the influence area as a weight in a weighted average, as indicated in the equation (7). This procedure implies a uniform distribution of the data variable in the statistical section. Another available alternative consists of using the same weight in an inclusion decision rule for the statistical section. In this work, the 50% limit value is used to include statistical sections with higher fractions of area covered, and to exclude sections with lower fractions. 1 Linear Regressions by the stepwise method using 5% and 10% test F in and out parameters respectively. All the models are significant to 1% F test and all the estimated coefficients are significant by a 5% t test.
The different explanatory variables chosen indicate clearly that the values for the different variables are dependent on the calculation procedure. Although the results in the Table 1 refer to a small number of supermarkets and cannot be generalised, they indicate a clear preference of the aggregation method for the decision rule over the weighted average. On the contrary, in relation to the delimitation model the preference is not clear. In the following sections all the delimitation models are used in variable calculation but always combined with the decision rule aggregation procedure.
The 3-Steps Method for Site Evaluation
Site assessment or site evaluation can be defined as the assessment of potential locations and the selection of alternative site locations to maximize the sales of a supermarket chain (Lilien et al., 1992, Davies and Rogers, 1984) . Site selection and evaluation comprises a set of different quantitative or non quantitative methodologies and techniques which include management judgment, analogue based models, multicriteria decision analysis, gravitational models, multiple regression analysis, discriminant analysis, supported with spatial data analysis, which are reviewed in Mendes and Themido (2004) .
In order to evaluate supermarkets' locations, by sales forecast for potential sites, we propose in this paper a 3-steps method, based in data analysis procedures, namely cluster analysis, classification trees and linear regression:
• step 1: Analogue groups of existent supermarkets are defined using a clustering procedure (Ward method) and expert knowledge.
• step 2: Classification tree models are used to provide the analogue groups' characterization as well as propositional rules which allow the classification of new stores in one of the analogue groups.
• step 3: Linear regression models yield new site sales forecast based on several predictor variables including dummy variables for analogue groups encoding. 
Potential New Site Data Demographic and Geographical Data In site visible characteristics
For the linear regression model, another restriction applies, as the non metric variables are difficult to include and hinders the process of variable selection by stepwise methods. In that context, as demographic and competition variables resulting for spatial analysis procedures, are almost all metric and easy to measure in new potential sites, they acquire a particular relevance for supermarket annual sales forecast.
Step 1 -The Definition of Supermarket' Analogue Groups
The step 1 involved the experts' knowledge in the base clustering variables selection as well in the appreciation of the results from the successive hierarchical clustering procedures. The process was reinitialised several times with new base clustering variables when the clusters did not correspond to the expert's expectations. In Figure 6 these clusters are depicted along with labels based on the characterization presented in Mendes and Cardoso (2005) . The two supermarkets in the bottom of the chart are identified as outliers. Both had been previously picked up by retailing experts as these supermarkets had poor performances and dreadful Moutinho et al., 1988) . In the p-value ranking, lower than 5%, all variable types and data collection methods are represented. In spite of this, the variables resulting from data analysis and classified as "influence area characterization" are, in this case, clearly the largest group with nine in the 15 variables with lower p-values.
Step 2 -Classification Trees and Rules Induced
In step 2 classification rules are induced. The objective is the identification of variables and propositional rules, in order to discriminate among the different groups of stores, for classification of new potential sites in an analogue group. Several logical propositional rules where induced from different algorithms, and the best rules are kept. The algorithms used are CART -Classification And Regression Trees (Breiman et al., 1984) , CHAID -CHisquared Automatic Interaction Detector (Kass, 1980, Biggs and Suen, 1991) and QUESTQuick Unbiased Efficient Statistical Tree (Loh and Shih, 1997) . The three algorithms can be distinguished by the homogenity measure used and the method to select the discriminant variable and respective partition condition. 
The parameters α and β are used to optimize the index in order to guarantee a maximum of precision or correct classifications for the existent supermarkets. The leave-one-out method, a particular case of jackknife validation or the U-method (Crask and Perreault, 1977) , consists of classifying each one of the stores according to a tree built with the remaining ones. The error estimate corresponds to the number of erroneous classifications over the total number of trees built. This resampling method estimates an error classification with some realism, when the number of observations is reduced (Lattin et al., 2003 and Gentle, 2002) . As the leaf is attributed to the modal group and the number of supermarkets per group is very low, is desirable that only one leaf is attributed to any group, being the "percentage of stores of the group in the leaf" (i.e. the percentage of stores of a group identified by the propositional rule) a measure of the dispersion of the group for several leafs of the classification tree. On the other hand, the "hits percentage in the leaf" measures the degree of purity or the homogeneity of a leaf, which is intended to maximization.
In Table 2 a ranking of induced rules are presented based on the optimal (higher) values for the precision index. Note that the same rule can be responsible for two or more leaf nodes.
In this case only the best ranked leaf is presented. The importance of spatial analysis data in supermarket segmentation and classification is very well established by the ranking in Table   2 as in any of them, variables of this type are always present. Measuring rule importance by this kind of functions is recognized by authors as Moutinho (2003) and Quinlan (1993) . Rules with higher IP values are exclusively formed by splitting variables obtained by spatial analysis or where these variables are a large majority.
Step 3 -Linear Regression and Dominance Analysis
In this section the different variables selected in step 3 for new site sales forecast ( Figure 5) by regression analysis are compared and evaluated. From the many regression models fitted to the data, the better ones are presented in Table 3 . As regression analysis is a parametric method it is confirmed that the deviations or residues are adjusted in a satisfactory way to a normal distribution of null average and constant variance, and the deviations can be considered independent to each other.
Considering the low degrees of freedom overfitting was also tested using leaving-one-out validation. In this case the method is applied determining a forecast for a supermarket after estimating the parameters of the model based in the remaining ones. The deviations of these forecasts relatively to sales values resulted in 80.3% estimate for the adjusted multiple correlation coefficient to the best model. Although this value is considerably inferior to the value presented in Table 3 , it is still a high value, corresponding to a very good evaluation of the regression model. Of the results presented in Table 3 it is clear the need for segmenting the existing supermarkets. The best model without the inclusion of analogue groups is much inferior to the remaining two models that integrate that information, as all the quality indicators demonstrate. On the contrary, the models that include this information are very well fitted. Mendes and Cardoso (2005) for the caracterization of analogue groups.
However, for the model that includes the outliers, the result is strongly influenced by these 2 supermarkets, namely in the mean relative deviation. In spite of that fact, comparing the results for the two best models is easy to conclude the good robustness of the obtained models since they use exactly the same predictor variables.
Although only a reduced number of predictors entered in the model, they are very well distributed by the classes suggested in the Figure 3 . Actually, they include site and supermarket characteristic variables (offer) as the "trade area", competition as the "area of
Voronoi polygon", the sales potential: in the "number of owned classical households" and dynamics using the "density of buildings built between 1996 and 2001". Thus, in spite of the abundance of alternative predictor variables, the presence of key variables in the models is considered a minimum robustness condition (Themido et al., 1998) .
Typically, the relative importance of predictors is assessed by simply comparing their standardized regression coefficients and (less often) by examining squared semipartial correlations. However, when variables are correlated, it is well recognized that regression coefficients cannot be used to unambiguously explain criterion variance that is shared by two or more predictors. While conducted within a stepwise regression framework, dominance analysis is an alternative analytic strategy that assesses the relative importance of more than one set of variables to prediction (Azen and Budescu, 2003, Budescu, 1993) . This dominance analysis approach provides the most general context by taking into account all relevant subset models, where a relevant model is either any subset that can be formed from the predictors or that is theoretical possible and of interest. Azen and Budescu (2003) define three levels of dominance. Complete dominance exists between two predictors if additional contribution of one predictor to each of the subset models is always grater than that of the other predictor. If the average additional contribution within each model size is greater for one predictor than the other, then that predictor is said to conditionally dominate the other. Finally if the overall average of the additional contribution is greater for one predictor than the other, that predictor is said to generally dominate the other. This general dominance measure coincides with the average squared semipartial correlations across all combinations of predictors, advocated by Johnson (2000) .
In terms of interpretation, the general dominance represents the average difference in fit between all subset models (of equal size) that include a particular predictor and those that do not include it. The tree levels of dominance are related to each other in a hierarchical fashion: complete dominance implies conditional dominance, which in turn, implies general dominance. However, for more than three predictors the converse may not apply.
For each dependent variable the dominance analysis proceeds in two steps, following Budescu's (1993) guidelines. In step 1 several separate regression equations based on all possible ordering of sets of variables are computed. In step 2 the average multiple correlation coeficient for each set of variables, across all possible orderings of sets, are finally computed. Through this process an index is derived that represents the average usefulness of a set of predictors. From this index one can determine the percentage of variance accounted for by each variable set based on the total variance accounted for by the full model (Eby et al., 2003) .
In Table 4 dominance analysis results are presented for the "best" forecasting regression described in Table 3 . Notice that these results are based in adjusted R 2 , which is recommended for comparisons between models with different number of predictors. It is easy to show that, adjusted R 2 yields the same dominance pattern as any measure of model fit that is a monotone function of the model's error sum of squares (Azen, 2000) . The regressions correspond to a constrained dominance analysis as the dummy variables are always included in the models for theoretical reasons.
Examining the first row of Table 4 one can see that variable "Trade Area" (TA) has a greater contribution than any other variable, providing some initial evidence that TA is dominant to the other variables. Data from the other rows confirm this assertion. In fact, "Trade Area"
(TA) completely dominates "Owned Households" (OH), which completely dominates "Buildings Built" (BB), which in turn dominates "Voronoi Area" (VA) considering de annual sales turnover explained variance. This analysis also indicates that VA contributes only significantly in models with 3 groups of variables (k = 3) contributing negatively in several of the other models, indicating that the additional contribution doesn't compensate for the redution of degrees of freedom. In spite of that the 3.7% explained variance increase in the k = 4 model may be relevant for forecasting accuracy. Table 3 for full variable names.
For the regression without dummy variables representing the clusters, which is not constrained, it is also possible to determine complete dominance among the tree predictors in the order: "Trade Area" > "Number of Classical Families with more than 4 Persons" > "Number of Discount Stores" and for the regression without the identification of outliers the results are very simillar to the ones presented in Table 4 with an inversion in the first two variables: "Owned Households" > "Trade Area" > "Buildings Built" > "Voronoi Area". Note that the difference between the regressions with and without outliers is only two outliers which are included in the first and excluded in the last. In this way, we can conclude for the importance of outlier identification in regressions models and the high sensibility of adjusted multiple correlation coeficient and consequently dominance analysis to outliers. This is contraditory with bootstrap results presented in Azen and Budescu (2003) where the reproducibility values are very high. This contradiction is probably due to the instability of the regressions performed with very few data, as can be evaluated from the leave-one-out adjusted multiple correlation coeficient value presented.
Discussion and Conclusions
The retailers soon realised the importance of supermarket location, but understanding all the aspects of supermarket performance, site locations, and the consumer's behaviour, forces to collect enormous amounts of information of several types as geographical, demographic, socioeconomic and regarding competition dynamics (Hernández and Bennison, 2000 , Themido et al., 1998 , Salvaneschi, 1996 . In this article spatial analysis data evaluation is carry out in a framework of a data analysis method for site selection and assessment, where three steps include several types of data and different data analysis procedures.
Variables obtained by four different methods are included in the study: two in store surveys to the customers of existent stores in two different years, a program of mystery shopping intended to record visible aspects of existing stores and new sites, geographical data that endorsed the calculation of competition variables, and census demographic data. The last two types of data employ spatial analysis to compute variables. Several delimitation models for influence areas are proposed namely based on algorithms of shortest path and in multiplicative weighted Voronoi diagrams (first and second order), combined with two methods of demographic variables aggregation. All six combinations are used in the calculation of demographic variables for explaining the 2002 annual sales turnover per area ratio variance. From this analysis it is concluded that the model for the influence area delimitation is relevant in the calculation of spatial analysis data, driving to different models and with different sales explanatory power. On the contrary, one of the aggregation procedures, the decision rule aggregation, is superior to the other in the context of this study.
Thus, this aggregation procedure is recommended and the multiplicative weighted Voronoi models are included in the GIS package and made available for future analyses. It should be noted that in the areas considered in the study the competition of nearby stores is particularly fierce.
Results from dominance analysis and other variable importance measures used for the other two steps confirm that variables from all categories in Figure 3 framework are identified. The importance of spatial analysis data is also very well established and considered fundamental only surpassed for the "trade area", well known from the literature as a major factor (Themido et al., 1998 , Salvaneschi, 1996 . For the delimitation model used, once more, all different models are present and so the recommendation that all should be present in this kind of studies is supported.
We should also note the computation of several very similar variables as the "number of owned classical households (MWVD)", which is very important in propositional classification rules and in the forecasting regression but with lower discriminant power than "density of owned classical households (O2MWVD)", which is determined by a different influence area delimitation model and is a ratio between the number of classical households and the area of the Voronoi polygon. These results confirm the need to include several feature selection and extraction procedures in data analysis methodologies.
Dominance analysis starts with a clear definition of importance and identifies the measures that address the key question of comparing variable importance in predicting a target variable in the context of the variables included in the selected model (Azen and Budescu, 2003) , and has the advantage of complying with all four theoretical characteristics identified by LeBreton et al. (2004) . The same authors identify three conditions where importance measures may be particularly useful and yield different results as compared to standardized regression coefficients when the following conditions are present: first, the predictors have a high level of multicollinearity; second, there are several predictors; and third, the predictors collectively explain a medium to large proportion of the variance in the dependent variable.
For this particular data, dominance analysis is particularly adequate, and confirms the importance of the empirical variable classification suggested by Figure 3 . The same results support the existence of structuring variables or key variables (see Themido et al., 1998) as the "trade area" which should always be present. Although the present results are not surprising, formal confirmations as the one presented in this work are seldom find in literature. In future works these results must be confirmed using other data sets from bigger supermarket chains.
